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Hello World

Amsterdam
Art & Antiques Fair

Art treasure
hunting
Looking for a unique work of art
or a classic piece of jewellery? At
PAN Amsterdam – held at the RAI
Amsterdam convention centre –
you can visit some 125 galleries and
see thousands of objects, ranging
from paintings, antiques and photos
to jewellery and furniture. Experts
verify the authenticity and quality
of the pieces before the fair opens.

1. In 1958, Willy Rizzo
photographed Italian
actress Sophia Loren
(1934) in Hollywood.
2. Gerrit Rietveld
(1888-1964) designed
the ‘Zig-Zag’ chair
in 1934.
3. Ken Moody and
Robert Sherman,
photographed by
Robert Mapplethorpe
(1946-1989) in 1984.

20-27 Nov; pan.nl
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Amsterdam counts 23 Rembrandt van Rijn
paintings and 207 created by Vincent van Gogh

IDFA

Docu fest
With prizes, workshops and business
opportunities for professionals, and
a versatile programme for visitors,
the International Documentary
Festival Amsterdam (IDFA) annually
transforms the city’s main cinemas
into a documentary paradise in
November. This year’s programme
includes O.J.: Made in America
(about notorious former American
football player and murder suspect
O.J. Simpson) and Mapplethorpe:
Look at the Pictures about the
controversial photographer Robert
Mapplethorpe. 16-27 Nov; idfa.nl
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Eating out

Text Marieke Verhoeven
Photography Ad van den Bruinhorst, Galerie Van den Bruinhorst collection (‘Zig-Zag’ chairs)

New tasty concepts
2

→

Exhibition

Capturing
glamour
He was the last to photograph
Marilyn Monroe, charmed Marlene
Dietrich into a rare photo shoot
and took one of the few known
photographs of Coco Chanel
laughing. Italian photographer
Willy Rizzo (1928-2013) had a way
with the rich & famous, and
captured many icons – ranging
from Sophia Loren to Salvador
Dalì – during his long career.
Three years after his passing,
Gallery Vassie pays tribute to
the glamour photographer’s
work with the exhibition The
Genius of Willy Rizzo.

“Amsterdam
is like the
rings of a
tree; it gets
older once
you get
closer to
the centre”

In a city like Amsterdam, new restaurant concepts pop up like
mushrooms. Here are three hotspots with an original take on
familiar cuisine.
Bar Kauffmann
This fresh and intimate
café-restaurant in the city’s
up-and-coming Baarsjes district
offers a surprising combination
of different types of falafel and
craft – often locally-brewed –
beers. All dishes are freshly made
and come with tasty sides, such
as sweet potato fries and healthy
salads. The friendly staff, laidback atmosphere and endless
offer of great beers make you stay
long after your falafel sandwich
is finished. barkauffmann.nl

John Green
(1977), American
author

Until 1 Dec; galleryvassie.com
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FRNZY
Craving for a croque monsieur
while your lunch partner prefers
some fresh spring rolls? Well, you
can get both at French-Vietnamese
breakfast and lunch spot FRNZY
in the Pijp neighbourhood. Their
smoothie bowls have become a
local favourite and the bánh mì
(a baguette with coriander, Asian
radish, cucumber, chilli and aioli)
makes you feel like you’re in
Saigon. frnzyamsterdam.com
The Breakfast Club
Whoever said breakfast can
only be served in the morning?
The Breakfast Club – in the
city centre – serves American
pancakes, omelettes, waffles and
more delicious breakfast dishes
all day long. They do have another
menu, featuring burgers and
steaks, as well, plus a wide range
of cocktails. thebreakfastclub.nl

